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ABSTRACT
This research investigates the impact of a microarchitectural technique called vertical interleaving in multi-banked caches. Unlike previous multi-banking and interleaving techniques to increase cache bandwidth, the proposed vertical interleaving further divides memory banks in a cache into vertically arranged sub-banks, which are selectively accessed based on the memory address. Under this setting, we are particularly interested in how accesses to instruction cache are dispersed toward different cache banks. We quantitatively analyze the memory access pattern seen by each cache bank and establish the relationship between important cache parameters and the access patterns. Our study shows that the vertical interleaving technique distributes accesses among different banks with tightly bounded run lengths. We then discuss possible applications that utilize the presented concept, including power density reduction. Very simple interleaving configurations can lead to as much as 67% reduction of maximum power density under a realistic machine configuration. Our study suggests that the idea of vertically interleaving cache lines has potential for optimizing memory accesses in a number of interesting ways.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.3.1 [Design Styles]: Cache memories; B.7.1 [Types & Design Styles]: VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration)

General Terms: Design

Keywords: Cache memory, memory sub-banking, power density

1. INTRODUCTION
Cache memories have long been used in microprocessors as an indispensable means of achieving lower memory access latency and external bus traffic [17]. A well-designed memory hierarchy based on caches provides a virtual view of fast and large main memory. A great deal of research has been devoted to novel cache organization and management, as well as uncovering program behaviors that allow clever handling of memory accesses for even more performance improvement [4, 10, 12].

The basic cache design parameters are cache size, block size, and associativity. From the viewpoint of the internal organization of a cache, there are again a number of design choices. For example, SRAM array can be partitioned into several banks to save power [20] or to tweak the cache dimensions to fit smoothly in the given silicon real estate. Such internal cache organizations, often not explicitly disclosed in literature, affect cache footprint on silicon, power consumption, and access latency [21].

This paper investigates a less explored internal structure of a cache, namely vertical line interleaving over multiple banks. Cache line interleaving in a multi-bank cache has been used in recent high-ILP processors to increase data cache bandwidth [18, 22]. We call this type of interleaving horizontal, since all the available cache banks are accessed and made visible to the processor simultaneously so that cache lines from these banks become available for multiple read operations in the same clock cycle. On the other hand, cache banks can be arranged vertically, allowing only one bank to be visible to the processor at a time, as in Figure 1(b), (c), and (d). It is possible that cache banks in a horizontal multi-bank cache can be vertically sub-divided into a number of banks.

In this work, we study the impact of vertical interleaving in the context of a multi-banked instruction cache. We are particularly interested in how the vertical interleaving technique changes the access pattern seen by each cache bank. Furthermore, how basic cache parameters interact with the access patterns is studied. Our quantitative evaluation indicates that vertical line interleaving finely distributes the observed memory accesses among multiple banks, effectively limiting per-bank spatial locality. Applying this concept maintains the outside view of the architected instruction cache, while uncovering an interesting and important opportunity for previously unavailable optimizations.

As an application of the proposed concept, we studied how vertical interleaving can lead to power density reduction in an instruction cache. We observed up to 48% reduction in maximum power density with two banks and up to 67% with four banks. Microarchitectural structures with a lower power density can lead to a cooler design by generating less heat and allowing more lateral thermal migration [16]. The practical example given in this work and the simplicity of the proposed vertical interleaving technique promise to bring easy, quick, and transparent improvement of a desired
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly summarize the cache line interleaving techniques and introduce vertical interleaving in the next section. A qualitative, yet insightful analysis of the impact of vertical interleaving will be presented. Section 3 then provides a quantitative evaluation of the proposed technique. Section 4 discusses other previous works and compares them with the present work. Finally, concluding remarks and future works will be summarized in Chapter 5.

2. INTERLEAVING LINES AMONG CACHE BANKS

2.1 Basic concepts

Cache line interleaving has to do with which memory bank each line is placed onto, given multiple cache banks. One may reorder cache lines within a single cache bank, but this case poses little insight and consequences. In this subsection, we will use a multi-banked direct-mapped cache to present the concept in a clear manner. The concept introduced here is not limited to direct-mapped caches, however.

A conventional cache structure organizes its L cache lines in an increasing order of their index. If we have an N-bit index, L equals $2^N$ and the index ranges from 0 to $2^N-1$, as can be seen in Figure 1(a). Let’s denote the N index bits to be $I[N-1], I[N-2], ..., I[1], I[0]$. Directly partitioning this monolithic structure will result in two banks shown in Figure 1(b), where $I[N-1]$ is used to select between the two banks, and the remaining $(N-1)$ bits $I[N-2], I[N-3], ..., I[1], I[0]$ are used for indexing. We call $I[N-1]$, with which we can determine the accessed bank, the bank selection bit. In this setting, each cache line with the index “X” is placed next to the cache lines labeled “X-1” and “X+1” except the cache lines on the four bank boundaries. If we have more than two banks, say four or eight, we will need multiple bank selection bits.

Now, Figure 1(c) shows a cache with two banks, each containing the lines with even labels and the lines with odd labels, respectively. In this case, $I[0]$ is used to decide the bank, and the bits {I[N−1], I[N−2], ..., I[2], I[1]} are used for indexing. In general, if high-order bits are used to select a bank as in Figure 1(b), the interleaving scheme is called high-order interleaving, and if low-order bits are used, the corresponding scheme is called low-order interleaving, as shown in Figure 1(c).

We can choose other bits as bank selection bit(s). For example, if we choose to use I[1], we are interleaving two cache lines as a group, as can be seen in Figure 1(d). In this paper, we focus on $2^M$-line group low-order interleaving, by choosing $B$ low-order bits starting from $I[M]$ as the bank selection bits, when there are $2^B$ banks. In Figure 1(c), $M$ is 0 and in Figure 1(d) $M$ is 1. $B$ is 1 in both the cases, since there are only two banks in the example. With this setting, a high-order interleaved structure in Figure 1(b) can be thought of as a low-order interleaved one with a $2(N-1)$-line group ($M$ is $(N-1)$).

2.2 Impact of vertical line interleaving

Unlike previous multi-banking and interleaving techniques to increase cache bandwidth [18, 22], the proposed vertical interleaving further divides memory banks in a cache into vertically arranged sub-banks, which can be selectively accessed based on the memory address. Cache lines, sequentially arranged in an equivalent single bank, are interleaved among the sub-banks as in Figure 1(c). The net impact of vertical line interleaving is a modified sequence of memory accesses toward cache banks. In fact, it is not particularly difficult to portray how this interleaving will change the memory access behavior.

Let’s go back to Figure 1(a) and assume that a straight-line code is cached, occupying three cache lines. As the program is executed, the three cache lines will be visited in the order of their index. If there is no idle cycle (e.g., due to a branch misprediction), the cache is “active” at least during the period of accessing the cache lines. When cache lines are interleaved as in Figure 1(c), however, not all the three cache lines will be in the same bank and the active period will be split. When the high-order interleaving is used as in Figure 1(b), on the other hand, it is unlikely that accesses will be split unless the lines are on the boundaries of a cache bank. Moreover, memory references will likely be directed to a single cache bank for a long period while the other bank is idle, since small straight-line codes and heavily executed loops are often allocated to consecutive cache lines within a single cache bank.

To quantitatively analyze how cache banks are accessed, we define active intervals and idle intervals. An active interval (or A-Interval) is defined to be a period of consecutive cache/bank accesses, surrounded by idle intervals. Similarly, an idle interval (or I-Interval) is defined to be a period of cache/bank idle cycles, bordering on two A-Intervals. Within a given period of time, the number of A-Intervals and the number of I-Intervals in a single bank will differ by at most one. Figure 2 clearly shows the notions.

With multiple vertical banks in a cache, the total number of A-Intervals and I-Intervals in all the available banks can be close to that of a single-bank cache if all the activities are directed to a single bank, or can be much larger if accesses are dispersed over the banks. Given a T-cycle period, there can be up to $T$ A-Intervals. To be more accurate, the num-

![Figure 1: (a) A single-bank cache with cache lines labeled with their index. The structure can be also thought of as a conventional cache bank in a multi-banked cache; (b) Two banks with consecutive line placement; (c) Two banks with interleaving; (d) Two banks with two-line group interleaving.](image-url)
Figure 2: Active Intervals (A-Intervals) and Idle Intervals (I-Intervals). Intervals whose lengths cannot be computed are not labeled. B0 has three A-Intervals and four I-Intervals and B1 has two A-Intervals and two I-Intervals.

3. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

3.1 Experimental setup

We use a derived version of sim-outorder, running Alpha binaries, in the SimpleScalar tool set (version 4) [3]. The modeled processor can fetch, issue, and commit up to four instructions at a time. It has a 4K-entry combined branch predictor, 128-entry ROB, and a 2MB L2 cache. The baseline L1 caches are 32KB, 2-way set-associative, and have 64B line size. L1 caches are pipelined and allow selective bank access as in [20]. Memory access latencies are 2 cycles, 6 cycles, and 100 cycles for the L1 cache, L2 cache, and main memory, respectively.

Eight integer and six floating-point benchmarks from the SPEC 2000 suite [19] are used with the reference input sets. Programs were compiled using Compaq Alpha C compiler (V5.9) with the -O3 optimization flag. We run each benchmark with detailed timing, and start collecting statistics after the first 400M cycles for the period of 500M cycles. No sampling-based time-saving techniques were used in simulation since it is our prime interest to capture the continuous behavior of cache. For cache/bank power calculation and area estimation, we used CACTI [11] with its 100nm technology parameters.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 A first look at the interleaving impact

Figure 3 (upper graph) shows the average A-Interval lengths with their standard deviation. It is clearly shown that the low-order interleaving greatly reduces the average. In all cases, they were less than five, regardless of banks. It is also shown that the differences between two banks are small, showing the efficacy of low-order interleaving as opposed to the high-order interleaving, denoted (b). The high-order interleaving can lead to a large unbalance between banks, as can be seen in gzip and eon. It is noted that the low-order group interleaving such as (c) is also putting a tight bound on the A-Interval lengths, but with a larger value than the single-line interleaving as in (d).

The lower graph in Figure 3 shows the average I-Interval lengths with their standard deviation. The single-bank configuration shows small I-Interval averages often, e.g., gzip, gcc, eon, mesa, art, and facerec. This is because N, the number of banks, significantly increases the total idle cycles \( L_I \) (in Section 2) in a multi-bank cache, likely leading to a large average value unless the idle cycles are split into many I-Intervals as in (d). Again, the reduced average and variance of I-Intervals in a low-order interleaved configuration, such as (c) and (d), strongly suggest that the vertical interleaving finely distributes accesses among cache banks.

if not hidden effectively, can degrade the memory performance. Third, one can reduce the bank leakage current during its I-Intervals, with proper mechanisms to predict when they begin and end. If the temporal usage patterns of each bank can be accurately predicted at run time, very fine-grained and effective leakage control schemes can be developed. All these approaches build on the populated I-Intervals and the mixed distribution of A-Intervals and I-Intervals. Exploring all possible applications in detail is beyond the scope of this paper; we only study and report on the first application, reducing power density.

\[
T = n_A \cdot l_A + n_I \cdot l_I
\]

where \( n_A \) is the number of A-Intervals in the given bank, \( l_A \) is the average length of the A-Intervals, \( n_I \) is the number of I-Intervals, and \( l_I \) the average length of the I-Intervals. If \( n_A \) and \( n_I \) are sufficiently large, the following holds:

\[
T \approx n_A \cdot (l_A + l_I)
\]

since \( n_A \) and \( n_I \) can differ by at most one.

As \( T \) is given "fixed" in the above equation, there is a see-sawing interaction between the two terms \( n_A \) and \( (l_A + l_I) \), which depends critically on the interleaving method used and the program behavior such as cache misses. As we will see in Section 3, the low-order interleaving can finely split and distribute the A-Intervals, thereby increasing \( n_A \) significantly.

With \( N \) banks, the following holds:

\[
L_A = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} n_A(i) \cdot l_A(i)
\]

\[
L_I = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} n_I(i) \cdot l_I(i) = N \cdot T - L_A
\]

where \( L_A \) and \( L_I \) are the sum of the A-Intervals and I-Intervals in all banks, respectively, and the terms with a subscript \( i \) are related with the \( i \)-th bank. Since \( L_A \) is fixed with given architectural parameters as well as \( T \), \( L_I \) increases with \( N \). With finely distributed A-Intervals and increased I-Intervals, cache banks are visited more sparsely.

2.3 Applications

There are several interesting applications based on the presented vertical interleaving concept. First, one can reduce power density in cache-like structures. With sufficient I-Intervals injected into each memory bank, its power density can be greatly reduced since circuit activities are distributed both spatially and temporally. We applied the idea to instruction caches in this work and report our results using detailed simulation in Section 3. Second, one can utilize the available I-Intervals to perform reliability-enhancing actions without adversely affecting program execution. Reliability-enhancing actions, such as cache scrubbing [18] and SRAM cell flipping against NBTI [9], may incur redundant memory read and write operations, which,
3.2.2 Sensitivity to cache size

Figure 4 shows how cache size affects A-Intervals. Single-bank A-Interval lengths are increased with the cache size. This is because there are less stalls due to cache misses. With multiple banks, however, A-Interval lengths become much immune to the cache size, since the low-order interleaving finely splits both long and short A-Intervals. This trend is consistently found in all the benchmark programs studied.

3.2.3 Sensitivity to cache associativity

Figure 5 shows how cache associativity affects A-Intervals. In the single-bank case, a higher associativity leads to longer A-Interval lengths in general. With multiple banks, however, A-Interval lengths are insensitive to the associativity. Figure 3, 4, and 5 suggest that A-Interval lengths are insensitive to cache hit rates and other program behaviors. In fact, I-Interval lengths are more indicative of the program behavior and performance. For example, programs showing a high (L1 and L2) data cache miss rate, such as swim and mgrid, tend to have longer I-Interval lengths, since during the time a long-latency data cache miss is handled, the instruction cache becomes idle soon after the pipeline buffers become full.

3.2.4 Sensitivity to cache line size

Figure 6 shows how different line sizes affect A-Intervals. The A-Interval of the (2, 1) configuration is more directly related with the cache hit rate. There was an increase in the average A-Interval length from 16B to 32B to 64B, then a decrease from 64B to 128B. With multiple banks, however, we observed a continuous increase from 16B to 128B. This is because with a larger cache line it is more likely that the bank that stores the line is active for a longer period of time, as a straight-line code will fit in a larger cache line which would be split into different banks otherwise. In certain cases, a small loop can be completely contained within a single large cache line, resulting in significantly longer A-Intervals.

Our results show that A-Interval lengths are relatively insensitive to cache size and cache associativity. They are affected noticeably by the degree of group interleaving and line size, however. The I-Interval length can be heavily affected by pipeline stall conditions such as a long memory latency caused by L1/L2 data cache misses.
3.2.5 Power density reduction

In this experiment, we study how the proposed vertical interleaving will change the power density of an instruction cache. We used a sampling period of 8,192 processor cycles to compute power density ($W/cm^2$) as in [16].

In the following discussions, the notation $(N, M)$ denotes a cache configuration where the cache has $N$ ways and $M$ vertically interleaved cache banks per way. Relative to (2, 1), (2, 2) reduces the average power density by as much as 52% with an average of 49%. The (2, 4) configuration reduces by up to 67% with an average of 65%. Looking at the maximum power density during the whole simulation period, (2, 2) achieved a maximum 48% reduction (in the case of vpr) with an average of 23%, and (2, 4) resulted in a maximum 67% reduction (vpr) with an average of 31%.

The reduction rates were consistent and robust across benchmarks, except a few programs containing very small loops, notably perl, parser, gcc, and facerec. When the cache line size is changed to 32 bytes instead of 64 bytes that we used in our experiment, fortunately, these programs show similar power density reductions. Vertically multi-banked configurations also reduce the power density consistently over time, as shown in Figure 7.

4. RELATED WORKS

Memory multi-banking and bank interleaving has been used extensively in the high-bandwidth memory subsystem of parallel and vector machines [1, 6]. To allow simultaneous memory access by a number of processors, such memory subsystems consist of multiple memory banks that can be independently addressed. Memory blocks are typically interleaved with low-order address bits over the available memory banks in order to minimize bank conflicts. More recently, multi-banking and interleaving concepts were applied to high-bandwidth, multi-ported data cache designs [14, 18, 22]. Some instruction caches for a wide-issue processor exploiting instruction-level parallelism employ the same interleaving technique as well [5]. All these works use horizontal banking and interleaving to expose opportunities to access multiple memory blocks in parallel. This paper proposed and studied vertical banking and interleaving, which can be combined and used together with existing horizontal techniques. The primary goal of the vertical interleaving is to localize and distribute circuit activities to a small portion of memory, whereas the goal of horizontal interleaving is to facilitate parallel access to multiple banks.

In addition to implementing multiple ports for higher bandwidth, cache multi-banking has been used to reduce access time, to reduce energy consumption, or to facilitate aspect ratio fitting [20, 21]. Our work in this paper suggests that vertical interleaving has potential of leading to lower power density. The power density issue in a high-performance processor design has been widely recognized [15] and techniques to control power density and the resulting temperature are being actively sought [2, 16]. Ku et al. [8], for example, selectively puts memory rows in low power modes to reduce power density or statically rearranges cache blocks in a cache way to scatter thermal hot spots. John et al. [7] studied two subarray placement techniques to improve the thermal behavior of a data cache. While they focused on spatially separating subarrays that are accessed simultaneously, we focused in this work on analyzing how accesses are distributed temporally to different banks, providing more insights into cache subarray access behaviors. We believe that our work is complementary to these previous works and vertical interleaving can be combined with such techniques.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the vertical cache line interleaving technique. There are three contributions this paper makes. First, we presented the vertical cache banking and inter-
leaving idea. Unlike previous banking strategies to expose opportunities for parallel memory accesses, we proposed to use banking and interleaving to selectively access a small segment of memory. Second, we quantified the impact of the proposed vertical interleaving scheme in the context of instruction caches. Our results show that the proposed scheme finely distributes memory accesses over multiple banks and effectively limits the number of consecutive accesses to a single bank. Third, we discussed the possible applications of the proposed vertical interleaving idea. As a concrete example of such applications, we further showed that the concept can lead to an iso-performance, thermally efficient instruction cache design.

The ideas presented in this paper are certainly not limited to the instruction cache design, and can be extended to other on-chip structures, such as data cache, translation look-aside buffer (TLB), register file, and various branch prediction tables. It will be naturally our future work to study these on-chip structures in terms of their temporal usage. Furthermore, we note that the greatly decreased variability of bank access patterns has potential of leading to highly accurate temporal usage prediction mechanisms. We plan to study such mechanisms and their applications to improve important design qualities like as reliability and leakage.
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